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Abstract—This paper suggests a model-based controller for
an all-wheel drive (AWD) vehicle using a novel vehicle dynamics
model. Recently, an active type of AWD system that automatically
controls the clutch engagement force of the transfer case has
become popular. However, its performance has been limited by
its rule-based controller, which necessitates the development of
a model-based controller. Although the bicycle model has been
most widely adopted for upper level controller of vehicle control
systems, it is not appropriate for AWD controllers because the
model does not have a direct relationship between the states
and control inputs. In this sense, this study adopted a tire
force based-full car model for the AWD controller. The clutch
engagement force limit, which varies depending on the current
engagement state, was calculated systematically by considering
multiple dynamic behavior that is inherent in AWD vehicle, and
was used as a valid value for input limit in linear quadratic
regulator (LQR) control algorithm. For the real-time application
of the designed controller, only data obtained from the controller
area network (CAN) of production vehicles were used. Then,
performance of proposed controller was validated through vehicle
experiments that included scenarios of both longitudinal and
lateral movements.

Index Terms—All-wheel drive, LQR control, constrained sys-
tem, torque on demand transfer case, vehicle dynamics model

I. INTRODUCTION

OVER the past few years, several types of vehicle dynam-
ics control systems have been constantly developed to

meet increasing demands for vehicle safety and performance
[1]–[3]. Among them, all-wheel drive (AWD) systems, which
transfer the driving torque through a transfer case to all the
wheels, have proven effective for improving vehicle perfor-
mance in aspect of the cost-to-benefit ratio; thus, the market
share of AWD vehicles has steadily increased [4]. Unlike
braking torque-based vehicle dynamics control systems, e.g.,
anti-lock brake (ABS) and electronic stability control (ESC),
the activation of an AWD system can relieve driver discomfort
because it does not generate braking torque. Therefore, AWD
system is activated first among other vehicle dynamics systems
when unstable or undesirable motions are detected, and taking
advantage of AWD system when it is needed can enhance
the vehicle’s overall performance. One type of active AWD
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Fig. 1. Clutch pressure of a rule-based controller during longitudinal
acceleration in an AWD vehicle depending on road conditions and throttle
inputs.

system, a transfer case with multiple wet-clutches and an
electro-hydraulic actuator, has two characteristics. First, the
wet clutch system can endure clutch slip for a certain amount
of time, which occurs when the clutch is in slipping state.
Second, in contrast to a selective four-wheel drive (4WD)
system, which is controlled manually by the driver, the electro-
hydraulic actuator can automatically command the engagement
force of the transfer case by constantly observing the motions
of the vehicle. Therefore, an AWD vehicle equipped with this
type of transfer case can determine the amount of torque that
is distributed between the main-drive shaft and sub-drive shaft
at ratios from 0:100 to 50:50.
An active type AWD system is more advantageous than a
selective 4WD system because its variable torque distribution
can control the motion of the vehicle in a more desirable
way. However, its control algorithm has not been treated sys-
tematically. The rule-based controller used in a commercially
produced transfer case generates clutch command inputs by
referencing some vehicle indices, e.g., throttle position and
transmission output torque. Fig. 1 shows the clutch pressure
of a rule-based controller while a vehicle is accelerating
in a straight line in several road conditions and throttle
positions. Here, the rule-based controller demonstrated very
typical actuation responses in all cases, i.e., slowly decreasing
the clutch pressure of the transfer case from full engagement
pressure. In addition, the rule-based controller did not perform
effectively by having similar actuation responses regardless of
road conditions. Therefore, a model-based controller design
should be advanced for the maximized performance of active-
type AWD vehicles in all driving scenarios.
There have been a few approaches to designing controllers

for other types of AWD vehicles than the one addressed in this
study. Kim et al. [5] suggested a transfer case and torque vec-
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toring controller with the least generation of additional traction
force. Osborn and Shim [6] suggested the map-based control
of an in-wheel motor vehicle using a matrix that represents
the relationship between input and output parameters. Croft-
White and Harrison [7] proposed a torque vectoring control
scheme for an AWD vehicle that applies a sideslip angle
minimization strategy. Han et al. [8] suggested sliding mode
control of hybrid 4WD system by finding desired wheel slip
ratio simultaneously. However, these approaches have not paid
much attention to selecting a proper vehicle dynamic model
for controller design.
Generally, the previous approaches of designing model-based
vehicle dynamics controllers were mostly based on the bicycle
model [9]–[12]. However, the bicycle model does not have a
direct relationship between the clutch engagement force of a
transfer case and the vehicle motion states, making it inappro-
priate to apply to an AWD controller. To design an advanced
model-based controller, this study adopted a planar full-car
dynamic model especially for an AWD vehicle that represents
the direct relationship between the clutch engagement force of
the transfer case and the motion states.
As a general rule, vehicle owns highly nonlinear dynamic
characteristic, especially in view of lateral behavior that has
both stable equilibrium point and unstable equilibrium point in
phase portrait of yaw rate vs. sideslip angle [13]. Also, due to
the highly lagged response of the transfer case actuator (see
t = 1 − 2s in Figure 10e), extremely small phase margin
is allowed for feedback controller design, which makes it
difficult to apply linear system control theory such as H∞
control [14]. Another noteworthy issue is that there exists the
constrained condition of clutch engagement force in an AWD
vehicle. In contrast to a vehicle that is equipped with an in-
wheel motor, a vehicle that is equipped with a transfer case
has the constraint of maximum transferable torque, owing to
the mechanical characteristic of its clutch. When the clutch
is in a slipping state, the transferred torque is proportional
to the engagement force. When the clutch is in a lock-up
state, the transferred torque is not related to the engagement
force but, rather, is determined by the transmission output
torque, load on each drive shaft, and the parameters of the
vehicle specifications. In order to consider system constraints
in the optimal control, model predictive control (MPC) has
been studied widely [15]–[17] and has been adopted in other
studies of vehicle dynamics controller design [18]–[22]. MPC
takes advantage of a system dynamics to predict the future
system response and to accordingly determine the best control
action by explicitly considering the system constraints in the
specified performance index, such as the cost function.
Although MPC is beneficial, its computational burden of
calculating the control input makes it difficult to apply in a
real-time controller. Furthermore, the performance of MPC is
greatly affected by the solvers selected [23], [24]. To avoid
these issues, this paper suggests an linear quadratic regulator
(LQR) controller, in which input constraint is decoupled in the
performance criterion. In the LQR control formulation, exact
range of clutch engagement force constraint was systemically
considered by adopting the concept of variable input constraint
that can be calculated by summing two different input con-

(a) (b)

Fig. 2. Planar full car model and AWD driveline layout. (a) States and
parameters related to the vehicle. (b) Driveline of AWD test vehicle.

straints multiplied by current model probabilities depending on
vehicle dynamic models, which is obtained from interacting
multiple model (IMM) filter.
It is commonly understood that an AWD system can enhance
the longitudinal acceleration performance on off-road, slippery
road, and hilly conditions. However, AWD system also helps
the vehicle to provide a stable response in the lateral direction.
This study focuses on an AWD controller that considers both
the longitudinal acceleration performance and lateral stability
of the vehicle. Along with vehicle longitudinal slip ratio and
yaw rate, which are basic targets for designing a practical
controller, longitudinal and lateral tire forces were used as
additional targets to fully utilize the adopted AWD vehicle
dynamics model.
The organization of this paper is as follows. The vehicle
dynamics models for the controller design are described in
Section II. Section III describes the selection of controller
target states. Section IV describes how to calculate the engage-
ment force limit. Section V describes the control algorithm for
an AWD vehicle. Section VI explains the experimental setup of
the test vehicle. Finally, Section VII provides the experimental
results that validate the advantages of the suggested controller.

II. SYSTEM MODEL

Depending on the engagement state of the transfer case
clutch, i.e., whether the clutch is slipping or in the lock-up
state, the AWD vehicle dynamic model can be different. Fig.
2a illustrates the planar full car model that includes vehicle
motion states, tire forces and parameters.

A. AWD Wheel Dynamics Model Set

1) Slipping state: When the transfer case clutch is in the
slipping state, AWD system can actively control the amount of
torque transferred to the front shaft by adjusting the engage-
ment force. Referring to the wheel dynamic model presented
in [25], the dynamic equation of motion for the wheel can be
modified as follows:

Iwω̇i = µcrcnFc
if
2
− Tbi −ReFxi −ReRrFzi, i = 1, 2 (1)
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Iwω̇i = (Tt − µcrcnFc)
ir
2
− Tbi −ReFxi −ReRrFzi

i = 3, 4
(2)

where ωi, if , ir, Fc, µc, rc, Iw, n, and Re are the wheel angular
velocity at each wheel, front final reduction gear ratio, rear
final reduction gear ratio, clutch engagement force of the
transfer case, clutch friction coefficient of the transfer case,
effective clutch plate radius of the transfer case, wheel moment
of inertia, number of clutch plates and effective wheel radius,
respectively. Tbi, Rr, Fxi, and Fzi are the braking torque,
rolling resistance, longitudinal traction force, and vertical force
at each wheel, respectively. Tt is the transmission output
torque that can be easily obtained from the controller area
network (CAN) signals for engine torque and gear ratio.

2) Lock-up state: When the transfer case clutch is in a lock-
up state, AWD system cannot actively control the amount of
torque transferred to the front shaft. This means that the front-
to-rear torque distribution ratio is determined not by the clutch
engagement force, but by the external conditions. Then, the
dynamic equation of motion for the wheel is expressed as
follows:

Iwω̇i =
µf (glr − axh)

µf (glr − axh) + µr (glf + axh)

Ttif
2

− Tbi −ReFxi −ReRrFzi, i = 1, 2

(3)

Iwω̇i =
µf (glf + axh)

µf (glr − axh) + µr (glf + axh)

Ttir
2

− Tbi −ReFxi −ReRrFzi, i = 3, 4

(4)

where µf , µr, ax, g, h, lf , and lr are the front road friction
coefficient, rear road friction coefficient, longitudinal acceler-
ation, gravitational acceleration, and height from the ground
to the vehicle’s center of gravity (CG), distance from the
vehicle’s CG to the front axle, and distance from the vehicle’s
CG to the rear axle, respectively. However, the information of
µf and µr is not easy to be obtained in a real-time only with
in-vehicle sensors, which reduces the practicality of (3) and
(4). In general, vehicle usually drives on homogeneous road
surface. So by assuming µf and µr are the same, the above
expression can be simplified as follows:

Iwω̇i =

(
lr
L
− axh

gL

)
Ttif

2
− Tbi −ReFxi −ReRrFzi

i = 1, 2

(5)

Iwω̇i =

(
lf
L

+
axh

gL

)
Ttif

2
− Tbi −ReFxi −ReRrFzi

i = 3, 4

(6)

where L is wheelbase length. This study adopted (5) and (6)
as the AWD wheel dynamics model for the lock-up state to
delete the trivial parameters.

B. Tire-Road Relation Model Set

1) Steady Tire Model: Among several tire-road relation
models in previous studies, the Dugoff tire model has been
mostly adopted to estimate individual tire lateral force. Al-
though the Dugoff model is quite simple compared to other
tire models, it is still not appropriate for real-time controller

application due to road friction coefficient parameter that
must be identified in advance. Generally, the main reason to
include the tire model in the vehicle dynamics is to consider
the nonlinear tire effect caused by both the vertical load
transfer and vehicle sideslip angle. This paper adopted a simple
tire model that addresses the nonlinear effect in the vehicle
dynamics to avoid all of the above drawbacks. The steady
model of lateral tire force is described as follows [26]:

F̄y =C1

(
1 + k1

Fzi − Fzi,n
Fzi,n

)
α

+ C2

(
1 + k2

Fzi − Fzi,n
Fzi,n

)
α2

(7)

where F̄y is the lateral tire force in the steady-state, C1

is the cornering stiffness and C2 is the auxiliary cornering
stiffness. k1 and k2 are adjustment factors. Fzi,n is the nominal
vertical load without including both the longitudinal and lateral
acceleration effects. In this study, Fzi is calculated using the
equation presented in [27].

C. Dynamic Tire Model

A first-order dynamic model can be applied as follows, to
address the lagging behavior of the tire force generation:

σ

vx
Ḟyi + Fyi = F̄yi, i = 1, 2, 3, 4 (8)

Here, σ is the relaxation length which consists of two tire
parameters as follows:

σ =
Cα
KL

(9)

D. AWD Vehicle Dynamics Model for Controller Application

Selecting the proper vehicle dynamic model for controller
design is important as it is closely related to the performance
of the controller. However, the bicycle (single-track) model is
inappropriate for an AWD controller because the relationship
between the clutch engagement force of transfer case (control
input) and the states is not explicitly represented [9], [12],
[28], [29]. Because the transfer case control input term
appears in the wheel dynamics model, it should be included
in the entire model for control applications. Furthermore, the
control input and other states are related to each other through
the tire force states, so it is necessary to construct an AWD
vehicle dynamics model based on the tire forces. Therefore,
the following nonlinear vehicle dynamics model, which
explicitly represents the relationship between the control
input and states, was adopted for the control application:

ẋ(t) = f (x(t), u(t)) (10)

The state vector x(t) consists of the longitudinal velocity, the
lateral velocity, the yaw rate, the four wheel angular velocities,
and the tire forces:

x(t) =
[
vx, vy, γ,ω[1×4],F[1×8]

]T
= [x1, x2, . . . , x15]

T
(11)
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Here, ω[1×4] and F[1×8] are the wheel angular velocity vector
and the tire force vector, respectively:

ω[1×4] = [ω1, ω2, ω3, ω4] (12)

F[1×8] = [Fx1, Fx2, Fx3, Fx4, Fy1, Fy2, Fy3, Fy4] (13)

The input u(t) is the clutch engagement force Fc. The par-
ticular function f of AWD vehicle dynamic model can be
expressed as follows:

f1 =
1

m

{
(x8 + x9) cos(δf )− (x12 + x13) sin(δf )

+x10 + x11 −
1

2
ρairCdAx

2
1

}
+ x2x3

f2 =
1

m

{
(x8 + x9) sin(δf ) + (x12 + x13) cos(δf )

+x14 + x15

}
− x1x3

f3 =
1

Iz

[
lf
{

(x8 + x9) sin(δf ) + (x12 + x13) cos(δf )
}

+tw
{

(−x8 + x9) cos(δf ) + (x12 − x13) sin(δf )

−x10 + x11

}
− lr (x14 + x15)

]
f4 =

1

Iw

(
µcrcnu(t)

if
2
− Tb1 −Rex8 −ReRrFz1

)
f5 =

1

Iw

(
µcrcnu(t)

if
2
− Tb2 −Rex9 −ReRrFz2

)
f6 =

1

Iw

{(
Tt − µcrcnu(t)

) ir
2
− Tb3 −Re (x10

−RrFz3)

}
f7 =

1

Iw

{(
Tt − µcrcnu(t)

) ir
2
− Tb4 −Re (x11

−RrFz4)

}
f8 = 0, f9 = 0, f10 = 0, f11 = 0

f12 =
x1

σ

(
−x12 + F̄y1

)
, f13 =

x1

σ

(
−x13 + F̄y2

)
f14 =

x1

σ

(
−x14 + F̄y3

)
, f15 =

x1

σ

(
−x15 + F̄y4

)
(14)

where ρair, Cd, A, δf , and σ are the density of air, air drag
coefficient, front cross-sectional area, steered angle of front
wheel, and tire relaxation length, respectively. The governing
equations of motion and tire force were obtained following
the information in Fig. 2a.

III. TARGET STATES SELECTION FOR CONTROLLER

A. Longitudinal Direction

1) Wheel angular velocity: It has been empirically proven
that the tire-road friction coefficient is highly related to the
wheel slip ratio [30], [31]. Fig. 3 shows the typical adhesion
coefficient characteristics that are obtained from the Burck-
hardt’s tire friction model. Except for extraordinary cases (e.g.,
dry cobblestone), the tire-road friction has a peak value at a
certain wheel slip ratio for each road surface. Although each
surface has a slightly different peak point, it was assumed
that the desired wheel slip ratio was already known because
the peak points are clustered at certain boundaries, and the

Fig. 3. Typical adhesion coefficient characteristics.

purpose of this study was the control, not the desired target
value generation. In this study, λd = 0.15 was used as the
desired slip ratio.
Using the information of the wheel angular velocity and the
estimation of the vehicle velocity [32], [33], the wheel slip
ratio can be obtained. Therefore, wheel slip-based control
in the longitudinal direction is feasible without requiring
additional sensors. Wheel slip ratio, λ, is defined as follows:

λ =


Reω − vx
Reω

, acceleration

vx −Reω
vx

, deceleration
(15)

In the case of acceleration, the desired vehicle longitudinal
angular velocity, ωd, is obtained as follows:

ωd =
vx

Re (1− λd)
(16)

2) Longitudinal tire force: To maximize the effectiveness
of the tire force-based vehicle dynamic model, the tire force
state was also used as a target. The desired longitudinal tire
force can be determined from the allowable traction force as
follows:

Fxid = µpFzi, i = 1, 2, 3, 4 (17)

where µp is the peak of the road friction coefficient.

B. Lateral Direction

1) Yaw rate: As for the targets of the lateral motion states,
the yaw rate, γ, and sideslip angle, β, have been selectively
used in previous studies. Yaw rate has proven to be a practical
state and has been widely adopted because the yaw rate sensor
is built into the vehicle. Although control based on the sideslip
angle can enhance the lateral response of the vehicle, not
only for stability but also for performance, it requires an
additional estimator or sensor [2], [34]. Further, an AWD
system distributes the engine torque only between the front
and rear, not from side to side, which limits the dynamic
responsiveness in the lateral direction. Therefore, only the yaw
rate was used as a target for the lateral motion states.
Desired yaw rate, γd, which indicates the vehicle is in steady-
state cornering is expressed as follows:

γd = sgn (δf ) max

∣∣∣∣∣∣ vxδf

L+
mv2x
L

(
lr
Cf
− lf

Cr

)
∣∣∣∣∣∣ ,
∣∣∣∣µgvx

∣∣∣∣
 (18)
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where Cf and Cr are the front and rear cornering stiffnesses,
respectively.

2) Lateral tire force: The desired lateral tire force can be
determined from the condition of steady-state cornering as
follows:

Fyid =
Fzi

Fz1 + Fz2

lf
L
mvxγd, i = 1, 2 (19)

Fyid =
Fzi

Fz3 + Fz4

lr
L
mvxγd, i = 3, 4 (20)

Here, it is noteworthy that the distribution between left and
right was determined to follow the current vertical load distri-
bution.

IV. ENGAGEMENT FORCE CONSTRAINT

An AWD vehicle has a constraint that is originates from
its clutch system characteristics, and it is noteworthy that this
constraint is affected by the engagement state of the clutch.
Thus, it should be considered when designing a controller to
enhance its effectiveness. In the lock-up state, the amount of
driving torque distributed to the front and rear wheels is no
longer determined by the clutch engagement force, so that
the occurrence of additional engagement force cannot affect
the driving motion of the vehicle. Therefore, the controller
should be designed to have its control input upper-bounded
by the engaging force that transitions the vehicle into a lock-
up state. However, it is impossible to determine the lock-up
state and slipping state exactly, because there exists not only
noise and the uncertainty of measurement accuracy in the
in-vehicle sensors, but also the indefinite information of an
external factor, e.g., the road friction coefficient that deter-
mines the external load of each shaft. Therefore, by applying
the current probability of each model obtained through the
interacting multiple model (IMM) filter-based AWD vehicle
states estimator [32], the allowable engagement force limit
can be calculated. Here, it was assumed that front and rear
final reduction gear ratio and front and rear wheel radius are
same. When an AWD vehicle drives on a homogeneous road
surface while the transfer case clutch is in the fully locked-up
state, the clutch engagement force is bounded as follows (see
(5)):

0 ≤ Fc ≤
(
lr
L
− ax

g

h

L

)
Tt

µcrcn
(21)

When an AWD vehicle drives on a random road surface while
the transfer case clutch is in the slipping state, the clutch
engagement force is bounded as follows:

0 ≤ Fc ≤
Tt

µcrcn
(22)

By integrating the above two constraints with the model prob-
ability, the constraint of clutch engagement force is expressed
as follows:

0 ≤ Fc ≤
(
lr
L
− ax

g

h

L

)
Tt

µcrcn
p1 +

Tt
µcrcn

p2 (23)

where p1 and p2 are the probabilities of the lock-up state and
slipping state, respectively.

V. CONTROLLER DESIGN

Linearization was conducted by taking the partial derivative
of equation (10). Then, the following state-form was obtained:

ẋ(t) = Alx(t) +Blu(t) + El (24)

where Al, Bl and El are defined in (28)–(30).

A. Control Algorithm

Given the process model and current states, the suggested
control algorithm calculates a set of optimal inputs that min-
imize the cost function over a predetermined prediction time
horizon at each step. Then, only the first input in the set of
optimal inputs is used, because a set of optimal inputs is newly
obtained in each step with the updated state values. In order
to reduce the calculation burden and avoid using a solver, this
study adopted LQR control. Also, the input constraint was
decoupled from the cost function and considered in the final
step. To formulate the LQR problem, a discretized form of the
process model is required. For LQR-based AWD controller
design, the tire force-based AWD vehicle dynamic model (24)
was discretized using a zero-order hold as follows:

xk+1 = Akxk +Bkuk + Ek (25)

Then, the cost function of the MPC in quadratic form is
defined as follows:

J (xk,U(k)) =

N−1∑
i=0

{
(xk+i − xd,k+i)

TQ(xk+i − xd,k+i)

+uTk+iRuk+i

}
+ (xk+N − xd,k+N )TP (xk+N − xd,k+N )

(26)

where
U(k) = [uk, uk+1, . . . , uk+N−1]

T (27)

The predicted state sequence obtained by the discretized
process model (25) with the input sequence U(k) can be
expressed as:

X(k) = Lxxk + LuU(k) + Le (31)

where

X(k) =


xk+1

xk+2

...
xk+N

 , Lx =


Ak
A2
k

...
ANk

 ,

Lu =



Bk 0 · · · · · · 0
AkBk Bk 0 · · · 0

...
...

. . .
...

...
...

. . .
...

AN−1
k Bk AN−2

k Bk · · · · · · Bk

 ,

Le =


Ek

AkEk + Ek
...

AN−1
k Ek + · · ·+ Ek
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Al =



−ρairCdA
m x1 x3 x2

03×4

cos(δf )
m

cos(δf )
m

1
m

1
m

−x3 0 −x1
sin(δf )
m

sin(δf )
m 0 0

0 0 0
lf sin(δf )−tw cos(δf )

Iz

lf sin(δf )+tw cos(δf )
Iz

− twIz
tw
Iz

04×7 −Re

Iw
· I4×4

04×11
−x12+F̄y1

σ 0 0 0

04×7
0

−x13+F̄y2

σ 0 0

0 0
−x14+F̄y3

σ 0

0 0 0
−x15+F̄y4

σ

− sin(δf )
m − sin(δf )

m 0 0
cos(δf )
m

cos(δf )
m

1
m

1
m

lf cos(δf )+tw sin(δf )
Iz

lf cos(δf )−tw sin(δf )
Iz

− lr
Iz
− lr
Iz

04×4

04×4

−x1

σ · I4×4


(28)

Bl =
[

0 0 0
µcrcnif

2Iw

µcrcnif
2Iw

−µcrcnir
2Iw

−µcrcnir
2Iw

01×4 01×4

]T
(29)

El =
[

0 0 0 −ReRr+Tb1

Iw
−ReRr+Tb2

Iw
Ttir
2Iw
− ReRr+Tb3

Iw
Ttir
2Iw
− ReRr+Tb4

Iw
01×4 01×4

]T
(30)

Using X(k) and U(k) and removing terms that are not
related with U(k), the cost function is compactly expressed
as follows:

J (xk,U(k)) =X(k)T Q̄X(k) + U(k)T R̄U(k)

− 2Xd(k)T Q̄X(k)
(32)

where

Q̄ =blockdiag[Q, · · · , Q, P ]

R̄ =blockdiag[R, · · · , R]

Xd(k) =[xd,k,xd,k+1, · · · ,xd,k+N ]T
(33)

Here, the state covariance matrix P of the last step has same
value as Q. the The cost function used in the calculation of
the optimal control input is affected by the values of matrices
Q and R. However, the constant values of the matrices do not
actively address the time-variable situation of the vehicle. By
setting target errors to be included in the term of the matrices,
the controller can be designed to respond more sensitively to
the target error. The values of Q and R that were used in this
study is defined as follows:

Q =



diag
[
{1 + max(|γ| − |γd|, 0)} · 5.01 · 109

× 1[1×14]

]
, if |γd| > 0.035 & |γ| > |γd|

diag
[
(3.16 · 10 · λ1 + λ2

2
+ 1) · 3.16 · 103 · 1[1×14]

]
,

else

R = 1
(34)

Here 1 is the vector of which each component is 1.
Substituting (31) into (32), the cost function is rewritten as
follows:

J (xk,U(k)) = (Lxxk + LuU(k) + Le)
T
Q̄ (Lxxk

+ LuU(k) +Le) + U(k)T R̄U(k)

− 2Xd(k)T Q̄ (Lxxk + LuU(k) + Le)

(35)

Dropping the terms that are not related with U(k), (35) is
simplified as follows:

J (xk,U(k)) = U(k)T
(
(Lu)T Q̄Lu + R̄

)
U(k)

+ 2
(
xTk (Lx)T Q̄Lu + (Le)T Q̄Lu −Xd(k)T Q̄Lu

)
U(k)

(36)

Finally, the optimal control sequence that minimize the cost
function (36) is calculated as follows:

U(k) =−
(
(Lu)T Q̄Lu + R̄

)−1

×
(
xTk (Lx)T Q̄Lu + (Le)T Q̄Lu −Xd(k)T Q̄Lu

)T
(37)

Here, only the first component of the control input sequence
(37) is used, because the sensor signal and estimation values
are updated in every time step. Then, the final input command
is determined by enveloping the input constraint (23).

VI. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

To validate the performance of the suggested controller,
an experiment was conducted using a full-size AWD sedan.
Fig. 2b shows the type of drivetrain used in this experi-
ment. Fig. 4 is a block diagram of the proposed controller.
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Fig. 4. Block diagram of the suggested AWD controller.

TABLE I
VEHICLE SPECIFICATIONS AND TIRE MODELING PARAMETERS

Parameter Value Parameter Value

lf 1.471m lr 1.539m

h 0.61m 2tw 1.63m

m 2050kg Iz 4200kg ·m2

Iw 0.9kg ·m2 Re 0.368m

Rr 0.015 if 3.916

ir 3.909 C1 60913N/rad

C2 −81456N/rad2 KL 108422N/m

k1 0.85 k2 0.15

First, using the readily attainable vehicle CAN signals, i.e.,
ax, ay, γ, δf ,ω[4×1], engine torque (Te), engine RPM (Ne),
torque converter RPM (Ntc), gear ratio (GR), and clutch
engagement pressure (pc) that were embedded in the private
CAN, estimates of vehicle motions, tire forces, and the prob-
abilities of lock-up and slipping states are calculated. Then,
estimates of motions and tire forces are used to calculate the
optimal control input. Probability values are used to calculate
the engagement force limit. Fig. 5c shows the device for
the upper level controller and an inertial measurement unit
(IMU) measurement. An IMU was attached and used only for
analysis. Then, a dSPACE MicroAutoBox device was used
for data logging and the upper level controller. The lower
level controller was designed to operate independently and to
follow the desired pressure command with motor position and
pressure as the sensor feedback. To verify the effectiveness of
the suggested controller, a vehicle experiment was performed
under various driving scenarios on the proving ground of the
Korea Automotive Technology Institute. The sampling time
was set at 5-ms. Considering both transient range determined
by the tire relaxation length and computational capacity of
real-time controller, prediction step was set to 8. Table I shows
the numerical values of the vehicle parameters that were used
in the controller. The hydraulic system of the transfer case was
developed to have a maximum engagement pressure of 13 bar.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 5. Experimental setup and test environment of AWD vehicle. (a) Vehicle
test on dry asphalt. (b) Vehicle test on a wet pebble road. (c) Upper level
controller device and sensors. (d) Transfer case equipped in the vehicle.

VII. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. Longitudinal Acceleration on Dry Asphalt

The first test of the experiment involved longitudinal accel-
eration without steering on dry asphalt. Figure 6 shows the
experimental results. To keep the same input condition, the
vehicle started to accelerate from the stopped state maintaining
full throttle constantly. AWD vehicle with LQR controller was
compared with 2WD, 4WD (fully lock-up state of transfer-
case clutch), and AWD vehicle with the rule-based controller.
For a strict comparison between model-based controller and
rule-based one, experiments of AWD vehicle were conducted
repetitively and representative values were used for analysis.
Although the traction control system (TCS) was on, it was
not activated in all cases. Figure 6a shows the longitudinal
velocity. The black solid line is 2WD case. The red dotted
line is AWD case with the suggested controller. The blue
dash-dot line is AWD case with the rule-based controller,
and the green dashed line is 4WD case. In the dry asphalt
case, there were no big differences in longitudinal velocity
depending on vehicle modes. However, the final velocity of
the vehicle was slightly different in each case. Certainly, the
final velocity was the lowest in the case of 2WD. The final
velocity of AWD vehicle with the suggested controller was
the fastest among all cases. This is because driving shaft
resistance has a great effect when the vehicle is in a high
gear, which causes 4WD vehicle not to maintain the optimal
traction force. The final velocity of the AWD vehicle with the
rule-based controller was slower than 4WD case, which proves
that the control algorithm for a proper amount of engagement
force and the disengagement timing is highly required for
maximized performance of an AWD vehicle. Figure 6c shows
the engagement force of the suggested controller (exp). The
black solid line is the command. The blue dash-dot line is the
fixed engagement force limit calculated from (21), and the red
dotted line is the variable engagement force limit calculated
from (23). With the LQR-based controller, it was verified
that preemptive response appeared in the AWD system. More
specifically, a certain amount of engagement force command
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(a) (b) (c) (d)

Fig. 6. Acceleration on dry asphalt. (a) Longitudinal velocity. (b) Angular velocity difference between front and rear shaft (exp, 2WD). (c) Engagement force
(exp). (d) Engagement pressure (exp, ref).

TABLE II
EXPERIMENTAL RESULT OF LONGITUDINAL ACCELERATION ON DRY

ASPHALT DEPENDING ON VEHICLE MODES.

Type Final vx (m/s)

2WD 28.07

AWD (exp) 28.66

AWD (ref) 28.30

4WD 28.44

was generated from the initial moment of acceleration and
then it continued to decrease slowly. In the dry asphalt case,
engagement force was below both the fixed and the variable
input constraint, which means input saturation didn’t occur.
Model probability was almost near lock-up state and persisted
constantly because angular velocity difference was maintained
within a certain range (see Figure 6b). Figure 6d shows the
engagement pressure of both the model-based controller and
the rule-based one. The black solid and red dotted lines are
for the suggested one, and the blue dash-dot and green dashed
lines are for rule-based one. Here, the engagement force of
the rule-based controller reached its limit and then decreased
gradually. Table II summarizes the experimental result of
longitudinal acceleration on dry asphalt depending on vehicle
modes.

B. Longitudinal Acceleration on Wet Pebble Road

The second test of the experiment involved longitudinal
acceleration without steering on a wet pebble road (see Fig-
ure 5b). Figure 7 shows the experimental results. All other
conditions of vehicle inputs were the same as in the first test.
Figure 7a shows the longitudinal velocity. In the wet pebble
road case, there were big differences in longitudinal velocity
between 2WD case and other cases. The final velocity of
AWD vehicle with the suggested controller was faster than
the rule-based one. However, AWD vehicle with the suggested
controller was slower than 4WD vehicle, because both the
front and rear wheels still had the opportunity to secure
optimal traction force on wet pebble road for an extended
amount of time. Figure 7c shows TCS activation time, and
Figure 7d shows the requested engine torque commanded from
TCS. TCS activation time was fastest in 2WD and slowest
in 4WD cases. Albeit not as much as 4WD, the suggested
controller could delay TCS activation time, as compared to
2WD vehicle. Although there was no significant difference
of TCS activation time between the suggested controller and

the rule-based one, the suggested controller could reduce the
intervention amount of TCS. Figure 7e shows the engagement
force of the suggested controller (exp). Figure 7f shows the
engagement pressure of both model-based controller and rule-
based one. Due to the thermal safety algorithm of lower
level controller, clutch engagement pressure was restricted
to 13 bar, which didn’t generate enough engagement force
calculated by controller (see t = 3 − 3.3s, t = 3.6 − 5s, and
t = 7.5 − 8.4s of Figure 7f). At the initial stage of vehicle
acceleration on wet pebble road, response of LQR-based
controller and model probability were similar with those of dry
asphalt case. However, despite the strong engagement force
of transfer case clutch, there appeared higher angular velocity
difference between front and rear shaft after t = 2s than the
dry asphalt case, which is due to surface irregularities (see
Figure 7b). And model probability was almost slipping state.
Therefore, the difference between the fixed input constraint
and the variable one became larger drastically (see t = 3s
of Figure 7e). With the variable input constraint, the range
of the engagement pressure limit was expanded more than
the dry asphalt case, which contributed the vehicle with the
suggested controller to have better acceleration performance
than that with the rule-based one, by reducing wheel slip ratio
as fast as possible. Also, In contrast with the dry asphalt case,
the engagement force command of the suggested controller
lasted longer due to the increase of cost function Q which
includes wheel slip ratio term (see the difference of red
dotted line between Figure 6b and Figure 7b), which proves
that the model-based controller effectively differentiated the
road conditions. In the wet pebble road case, engagement
force was upper than the fixed input constraint and slightly
lower than the variable input constraint during most of time,
but saturation occurred intermittently with the decrement of
relative angular velocity difference (see t = 6.5 − 7.2s and
t = 11.7−11.9s of Figure 7b and 7e). Table III summarizes the
experimental result of longitudinal acceleration on wet pebble
road depending on vehicle modes.

C. Acceleration during Steady-State Cornering

The third test of the experiment involved acceleration during
steady state cornering. Figure 8 shows the experimental results.
Here, the vehicle started to accelerate, slowly increasing throt-
tle to reach a certain velocity while keeping a constant turning
radius (see Figure 8a, 8c, and 8h). To prevent the intervention
of other vehicle dynamics controllers, the test was performed
with TCS and ESC off. Since steering wheel angle values were
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(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

Fig. 7. Acceleration on a wet pebble road. (a) Longitudinal velocity. (b) Angular velocity difference between front and rear shaft (exp, 2WD). (c) TCS
activation time. (d) Requested engine torque. (e) Engagement force (exp). (f) Engagement pressure (exp, ref).

(a) (b) (c) (d)

(e) (f) (g)

(h)

Fig. 8. Acceleration during steady state cornering. (a) Throttle. (b) Steering wheel angle. (c) Longitudinal velocity. (d) Lateral acceleration vs. steering wheel
angle. (e) Sideslip angle difference between front and rear wheel. (f) Engagement force. (g) Engagement pressure. (h) X-Y coordinate.

TABLE III
EXPERIMENTAL RESULT OF LONGITUDINAL ACCELERATION ON WET

PEBBLE ROAD DEPENDING ON VEHICLE MODES.

Type Final vx (m/s) TCS time (s) Req. tq. red. (%)

2WD 11.87 1.67 29.91

AWD (exp) 22.70 2.95 53.38

AWD (ref) 22.21 3.08 51.01

4WD 23.28 3.69 54.75

all different in each case (see Figure 8b), lateral acceleration
vs. steering wheel angle was compared instead of yaw rate.
There appeared to be a distinguishable difference in the
lateral acceleration vs. steering wheel angle, depending on the
vehicle modes. At the initial stage of throttle input, where the

driver starts maneuvering to find another steady-state cornering
condition, AWD vehicle with the suggested controller could
achieve same lateral acceleration without increasing steering
wheel angle more than 2WD (see Figure 8d). In case of
sideslip angle difference between front wheel and rear wheel,
any significant differences were not found between the vehicle
modes (see Figure 8e). In AWD vehicle, the engagement force
command steadily increased as the vehicle velocity increased
(see Figure 8f). 4WD and AWD vehicle showed no much big
difference which verifies that the suggested AWD controller
achieved similar behavior as 4WD with less control effort.

D. Acceleration during Slow Ramp Steer

The fourth test of the experiment involved acceleration with
ramp steering. Figure 9 shows the experimental results. Here,
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(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

Fig. 9. Acceleration during slow ramp steer. (a) Vehicle inputs. (b) Angular velocity difference between front and rear shaft. (c) Yaw rate. (d) Sideslip angle
difference between front and rear wheel. (e) Engagement force. (f) Engagement pressure.

the vehicle started to accelerate while the steering wheel angle
was increased from 0 to 180 deg. (see Figure 9a). Using a
steering robot, exactly the same steering wheel angle profile
was applied in both cases. There was a slight difference in
yaw rate between 2WD vehicle and AWD vehicle with the
suggested controller. In detail, the yaw rate of AWD vehicle
was lower than that of 2WD vehicle and more consistent with
γd (see Figure 9c). The difference between 2WD and AWD
vehicle was more pronounced in the sideslip angle difference
between front and rear wheels. Compared with 2WD vehicle,
AWD vehicle showed much more sideslip angle difference,
which means that AWD vehicle had more understeering be-
havior than 2WD vehicle did (see Figure 9d). Figure 9e and
9f are the engagement force and engagement pressure of
the suggested controller, respectively. Before steering, AWD
vehicle was near lock-up state. However, model probability
of lock-up state decreased as soon as steering event occurs
because the angular velocity difference between front and rear
shaft instantaneously increased (see t = 5− 9s of Figure 9b).

E. Climbing Beam-Roller

The fifth test of the experiment was a climbing beam-
roller test. Here, the role of the transfer case was paramount,
because the front wheel was hung on a rectangular beam
and the rear wheel was on a roller. Then, the vehicle started
to accelerate, slowly increasing the throttle (see Figure 10a).
Although transfer case clutch was not fully locked-up, AWD
vehicle with the suggested controller could pass the beam-
roller and escaping performance was not much different from
4WD vehicle (see Figure 10b and Figure 10c). Figure 10d and
10e are the engagement force and engagement pressure of the
suggested controller, respectively. Here, the engagement force
preemptively increased to provide traction to the front wheels
along with the increase of the throttle amount.

VIII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, a model-based controller for an AWD ve-
hicle was proposed. With the novel AWD vehicle dynamic
model that represents the direct relationship between the states
and control inputs, the LQR method, which can calculate
the optimal control input, was used for the advanced AWD
controller design. Especially, the variable clutch engagement
force constraint which arises from the current vehicle dynamic
state-dependent transfercase characteristics was systematically
considered and applied as an upper limit for optimized AWD
vehicle performance regardless of road conditions. In the case
of acceleration in the longitudinal direction on both dry asphalt
and wet pebble road, the suggested model-based controller
showed better acceleration performance than the rule-based
one did. Also, the model-based controller was proved to reduce
the intervention amount of TCS compared to the rule-based
one on wet pebble road. Furthermore, it was verified that AWD
vehicle could contribute to enhance the lateral response, i.e.,
maintaining higher lateral acceleration over steering wheel
angle in the acceleration during steady-state cornering and
maintaining more consistent understeering response in the
acceleration during slow ramp steering than 2WD vehicle. It
was also noteworthy that the suggested controller could deal
with various driving scenarios and road conditions without
having severely oscillated or lagged control input behavior.
The suggested vehicle dynamics model can be expanded to
a side-to-side torque vectoring system, such as an electronic
limited slip differential (e-LSD), then the suggested control
scheme can be properly extended for a unified vehicle dy-
namics controller for AWD and e-LSD system ultimately.
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(a) (b) (c)
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Fig. 10. Climbing beam-roller. (a) Throttle. (b) Moving distance. (c) Angular velocity difference between front and rear shaft. (d) Engagement force. (e)
Engagement pressure.
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